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RESEARCH:     In today’s global market, it is critical to stand apart from the crowd. No longer do organizations – 

both public and private – compete on a local stage. Organizations compete globally. This begs the question: “how do 

you stand out from similar organizations.” Branding is the answer. Branding includes a comprehensive view of the 

organization; everything from graphical representation, to web and social media, to documents and signage, even 

apparel. A good brand doesn’t just happen, it requires a well thought out and strategic plan. A clear brand strategy 

provides the clarity that employees need to be successful in meeting the organization’s goals and guides their 

interactions with the public. A brand that is consistent and clear puts customers at ease, knowing what to expect each 

and every time they interact with the organization. The St. Lucie County Sheriff’s Office was established in 1905, and 

has evolved over the last 112 years to become a comprehensive public safety agency that ensures the safety and 

security of the residents of St. Lucie County through the highest level of quality and professionalism. Ken J. Mascara 

was elected the 11th sheriff of St. Lucie County in 2000. Throughout his 16-year term, the agency made minimal and 

sporadic efforts to establish a brand, however it was not strategic, comprehensive or backed by administrators. In 

January of 2016, an agency-wide, comprehensive approach to the agency’s identity and overall brand was launched. 

PLANNING:     The St. Lucie County Sheriff’s Office branding initiative was designed to serve as the internal and 

external communications guideline for sharing the agency’s mission and messages. It allows the agency to maintain 

sustainable communications with consistency. In creating a distinctive and memorable brand theme, there is 

significant value to having a single visual element that resonates with the many audiences of the St. Lucie County 

Sheriff’s Office. A single visual element provides quick, easy and consistent recognition of all the entities within the 

agency. At the launch of the branding initiative, several graphical representations of the agency existed. Each 

department and unit had discretion on which they wanted to use. This variation also included colors, fonts sizes, and 

extended across the agency’s printed documents, vehicle fleet, signage, social media, website and clothing/uniform. 

The initiative was broken into three phases: graphical consolidation, dissemination and accountability. In phase one, 

the many various graphical elements depicting the agency were presented to the Sheriff with the intent to select one 

element and sunset the remaining. Sheriff Mascara chose the SLSO Medallion Logo as the primary graphical 

element for the agency’s brand and the SLSO Swoosh Logo as an alternative element, specific to the fleet vehicles. 

This alternative element was selected because of its conducive design relative to the vehicles and due to the cost 

associated with replacing a graphics scheme on more than 150 vehicles. The second phase of the initiative involved 



a written branding guideline that indicated the official graphics, specified the previous graphics that were no longer 

to be used, outlined a color palette and typography and authorized a single email signature design to be used in all 

official email communications. The third phase held employees accountable to the brand standards through meetings 

between the Sheriff and his executive staff and the executive staff with mid- and line-level supervisors.  

IMPLEMENTATION:    In April of 2016, the agency launched a re-designed website that was the springboard of 

the branding initiative. The site used the official SLSO Medallion Logo, color palette and typography. With the launch 

of the site, an Identity Guide was also shared with all employees that provided the new brand standards and directed 

them to the agency’s Public Information Officer if they had questions. In addition, high and low resolution and vector 

versions of the approved logos were added to the agency’s Intranet so employees could easily access them. Finally, 

meetings were held with the agency units most likely to need printed materials and with the purchasing office to ensure 

that expectations were clearly understood that all items reflecting the agency in a graphical manner were consistently 

using the approved standards and elements. 

EVALUATION:     The result of the agency’s branding initiative has been overwhelmingly positive. Employees 

quickly adapted their use of the agency’s logo, removed their individualized email signatures and replaced them with 

the approved version, updated forms, documents and publications with the new SLSO Medallion Logo, and changed 

the uniform/clothing to be consistent with the standards as re-orders allowed. Now, more than a year into the initiative, 

departments and units are producing documents, flyers, brochures and even presentations in compliance with the 

branding guidelines, and from the public’s perspective, the St. Lucie County Sheriff’s Office portrays a uniformed 

and professional image.  

BUDGET:     Costs associated with the branding initiative are broken down below. The primary personnel costs are 

related to the Public Information Officer who is the lead employee responsible for the initiative’s design, 

implementation and ongoing evaluation. The agency’s website is included in this budget as it was the focal point for 

the initiative and the springboard that launched the new brand both internally and externally. Replacement costs of 

documents/forms, clothing and signage are not included due to the fact that they were updated as they were depleted. 

Item Hours Cost 

Research/Planning Time 40 $800.00 

Implementation Time 80 $1,600.00 

Evaluation 20 $400.00 

Website Design & CMS  $12,000.00 

Website Content 100 $2,000.00 

TOTAL COSTS 240 $16,800.00 

 


